
 
Abstract—This study explores interactive e-book cues 

and Information Processing Levels (IPL)’s effectiveness on 

Learning Retention (LR) and External Cognitive Load 

(ECL). 117 middle school pupils (MSP) were divided into 

six experimental groups based on their IPL and cues 

during the second term of the academic year 2019–2020. 

Visual Cues (VC)/Audiovisual Cues (VAC) and Auditory 

Cues (AC)/Audiovisual Cues (VAC) statistically varied in 

the Ie-book in LR test and ECL scale, same for the average 

scores when testing the LR in Science for MSP due to the 

difference between IPL for the DL. There is a statistically 

significant effect of cue types' interaction in Ie-book with 

IPL in ECL scale for MSP, at its highest peak in the case 

of the AVC with DL, followed by the interaction resulting 

from the VC with DL then AC with SL. Also, cues 

interaction in Ie-book with IPL immensely affect the LR 

test for MEP, which is at its highest peak in the case of the 

AVC with DL. The interactions between (DL–SL) and 

(AC–VC) seem to equally influence the ELC 

 

Keywords— Interactive e-book (Ie-book)- Cues- Visual 

Cues (VC)- Auditory Cues (AC)-  Audiovisual Cues 

(AVC)- Information Processing Levels (LIP)- Surface 

Level (SL)- Depth Level (DL)-  Learning Retention (LR)- 

External Cognitive Load (ECL)- Middle school pupils 

(MSP).  

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Today’s children are digital natives. Their lives directly or 

indirectly involve online interaction with others [1]. Ie-book is 
an e-learning source that overcomes restrictions of paper 
books, increasingly motivating learners via a variety-rich 
media, besides being an effective e-learning tool where 
learners watch, enjoy, and practice. E-books are interactive 
and facilitate the learning process; the form of information 
contributes positively to value estimation. So, e-books 
considerably garnered attention,  now implemented into 
various educational stages from the primary stage to university 
education, facilitating learner–content interaction to achieve 
effective active learning [2],[3].  
Rather than just decoding a printed text or listening passively 
to an audiobook, the learner somehow leads the interactive 
experience as an active participant in the two-way process of 
storytelling [4]. Digital publishing platforms offer various e-
books features, where the device-agnostic learning experience 
is interactive. Interactivity can be utilized for better 
engagement. Likewise, K12 and higher education institutions 
can utilize Ie-book to ensure better subject retention by 
students [5]. 
Cues are a critical advantage of Ie-book that rely on visual and 
auditory attractions. [6] Defines cues strategies as the process 
of focusing the learner’s attention on individual stimuli during 
the presentation of the content to distinguish the basic learning 
features to single out the education. Cues internally motivate 
learners to solely interact with the stimuli, improving the 
educational process and its and strategies [7]. Forgetfulness 
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results from misused cues. However, learned information are 
present and stored in individuals’ memories; appropriate cues 
are the key related to the individual's information. Retrieving 
information is easy and possible with proper cues. 
[8],[9] Mention audio, visual, text, and audiovisual cues. 
Learning concepts necessitates visual and nonvisual cues 
directing the learner's attention to the common characteristics 
while focusing on the educational content, double coding it in 
learner memory, and influencing the learner’s recalling. 
Individual differences, among other factors, affect information 
processing. A dedicated field focused on individual differences 
emerged to assess information processing, where learning, IPL 
wise, is knowledge building. Information mental 
representation is a multilevel complex process including 
physical and symbolic representation [10]. 
CL's literature indicates that learned material’s recovery 
correlates to the subject’s level of receipt and preparation, 
whether SL, intermediate level, or DL. Per the IPL model, the 
deeper processing of the learned material, the greater the 
mental effort is exerted [11]. IPL strongly incites achievement 
in terms of cognitive activity form rather than content; the 
processing information method can showcase how a person 
thinks, expressing human preference to information receipt 
[12]. 
The CL theory closely relates to the teaching and learning 
process, based on our knowledge of a human’s cognitive 
structure. Cognitive structure lacking–models of education are 
inefficient [13]. The theory describes learning structures from 
the perspective of an integrated information processing long-
term memory system that stores knowledge acquired relatively 
permanently within the working memory [14]. The theory 
allows devising the effective support of learning through the 
teaching process, where information processing problems arise 
when an individual is over-fluxed with elements 
simultaneously. [6] Indicates that using untested cues in 
multimedia overloads cognition. [15] added that too many cues 
cause CL burdens; the audiovisual information processing 
channels are limited based on experience and information. 
 Reducing cognitive overload and improving learning 
experience effectiveness is key. IPL avails general guidelines 
on how the student processes information. Cues’ Ie-book 
utilization in an ill-considered manner constituting a CL that 
hinders students' learning. 
Providing courses with varied content, such as a science 
course (given that it includes various concepts, information, 
skills, and experiences) requires students to use types of cues. 
That facilitates linking concepts, elements and linking them 
together in an e-learning environment that enables students to 
acquire these concepts, information, and skills effectively 
contained in the content. 

II. SEARCH PROPLEM 
By examining some of the available e-books at different 

academic levels (Science, Mathematics, and Social Studies), it 
turned out that most of them focus on the visual aspects of the 

printed book and replace its physical properties such as size 
and quality with visual characteristics, maintaining the same 
form. These paper-to-visual books mostly lack cues. 
Therefore, researchers conducted some free-discussion 
interviews with 30 MSP and 10 teachers, discussing available 
e-books and their factors. They confirmed that the e-books 
known to them are the only text-to-PDF files lacking 
interaction and multimedia. They wished to have e-books 
containing videos and audio files supporting the learning 
processes of scientific subjects. 
Studies have focused on technology application in e-books and 
their importance in learning efficiency [15]-[19] without 
considering learners’ differences and associated CL. 
Concerning cues’ effectiveness, some studies confirmed that 
there are no cue type–induced differences [20],[21], while 
others claim otherwise. Research also revealed the effect of 
IPL differences on performance.  
Research concludes that cues play a role in multimedia design; 
it draws the learner's attention toward the learning focus, 
adequately appropriating the visual, verbal, and audio stimuli 
display environment to stimulate the learner's motivation. 
Alternatively, this may impact courses with diverse content, 
e.g., Science due to the variety of concepts, information, skills, 
and experiences. Their presentation requires types of cues that 
facilitate linking concepts and elements in a learning e-
environment that enables students to acquire concepts, 
information, and skills effectively.  
Accordingly, the research problem determined in the weak use 
of e-books due to the poor quality of the current e-books in 
achieving the desired goals due to design criteria and lacking 
consideration of learning theories and IPL. Also, the cues were 
not employed in the e-books in a way that reduces the 
cognitive load and improves the learning outcomes.  

III. LITREATURE TEVIEW 
Ie-book: 
Ie-book immerses readers in content and creative thinking, 
wherein each bit of content functions as a standalone part of 
the whole. Interactive content maintains a visuals-over-text 
emphasis. IeBs are digital books with multimodal 
enhancements such as sound, animation, and narration. Ie-
book can potentially alter reading due to their interactivity. 
Their technical qualities are [22]-[24]:Flexible Commands, 
Organized Typographical Design, Cognition Tools, 
Customizable-to-Learning Style, and Interactive Medium. [25] 
advised that interactive sequences should augment and 
illustrate the text, advance the story, and provide clear signals 
when the interaction is triggered. 
 
Ie-book Role in Technology-Enhanced Learning 
Ie-book software applications avail a multimedia literary 
experience customized for touch screen devices. Ie-book 
hotspots-friendly applications allow readers active 
involvement [2]. 
E-books improve student comprehension and retention [22]. 
Research confirmed that e-books develop various aspects of 
learning due to audio and visual stimuli. [26]-[30] pointed to 
e-books’ effectiveness in achievement, learning efficiency, and 
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the development of innovative thinking due to the different 
multimedia elements and structural learning support. [31] Also 
found a positive relationship between navigation methods and 
cues (especially AVC) in e-books and attitude toward easy 
reading. Cue-rich e-books allow active learning and less CL 
[7]. Also, [2], [24] [32] suggest that IeB’s future might have 
enhanced engagement and motivation and knowledge building. 
Teachers can easily create Ie-book for use on mobile devices 
thanks to tools such as ”iBooks Author”; [33],[34]. 
Ie-book and Cues' Types in the Light of Learning Theories 
The Binary Coding Theory assumes that within the human 
mind two channels of coding information exist: The first is for 
verbal coding language. The second is for coding nonverbal 
language (pictures, drawings, etc.). Students can mentally 
connect verbal and nonverbal stimuli. The duplication and 
interconnection of information (with cues) transfer channels 
improve memory functions. Per the CL theory, learning is a 
process altering the information network with long-term 
memory, which affects the learner's performance. CL reduction 
within the working memory facilitates information network 
alteration with long-term memory [35],[36]. With cues, this 
can be provided by the IeB. 
The Multimodal Learning Theory states that learners establish 
and demonstrate understanding through different modes within 
print and screen-based technologies [37]. IeB's embedded 
hotspots allow readers a direct involvement with the text to 
activate and control animations, sounds, and activities. IeB’s 
activities allow a semblance of control for the learner, eliciting 
sensory or cognitive curiosity [38]. Learner control is a 
significant feature of Ie-book applications; the reader can 
shape, expand, and determine paths to access content as a part 
of the reading process [2],[39].  
Cues’ Educational Roles 
[40],[41] define cues as stimuli that help draw the learner's 
attention to the concepts' distinctive characteristics and 
minimize the emergence of irrelevant elements. [40] Identified 
a group of cues types for direct attention and perception: 
colors, arrows, lines, shading, contrast, motion, visual impact, 
size control, font type, bordering mode, encircling mode, 
multiple exposure, labeling, stimulus intensity, and advanced 
organization. 
Cues improve learning outcomes, help to focus attention, and 
use appropriate symbols for processing and storing in memory, 
i.e., increasing the learner's retention of information. Cues 
direct learners ’attention to the content’s important parts, 
facilitating their selection. Cues affect immediate and delayed 
understanding and help learners maintain visual and verbal 
representations in their working memories [20],[24],[27], 
[40],[41]. Cues fall under two strategies: one that aims to 
provide learners with additional stimuli to improve’ 
understanding and complement the received information, 
While the other focuses attention on the to-be-learned 
educational stimuli [40]. 
Cues Design Criteria: 
Cues’ criteria are necessary for effectiveness and promotion of 
learning. [31] Criteria are visual stimuli extracted from 
learning theories: abstraction and comprehensiveness, 

singular-concept focus, rug, balance, realism, organization, 
harmony, inclusiveness, and clarity. 
[43] Defined eight criteria crucial to designing cues: 
simplicity, clarity, organization, context, shape, and floor, 
balance, similarity, and stability. [28],[44] pinpointed several 
constructive criteria for designing cues-based programs, of 
which the most important are the following: First, Educational 
criteria include educational activities indicators, linked to 
program use, educational content, the targeted learners, and 
methods of content presentation. Second, technical criteria 
include four indicators, interface, clarity and focus for 
effective functions, and gravity and excitement to direct 
students' attention,  displayed content appropriation, and 
relevance to the goals. Third, technology criteria include four 
indicators, functionality, display elements, learner clarity, and 
color consistency.  
IPL 
It is a method of encoding information and stimuli. IPL 
differences are located on a continuum that extends from the 
SL in the treatment to the DL, focusing on the meaning. There 
are three levels of cognitive processing and information 
processing,  differing in processing depth. First, the SL 
preparation is where the individual handles information 
whether physically or otherwise and the context in which the 
information is presented [45]. Second, the intermediate level is 
where the learner deciphers the apparent text by recognizing 
crosschecking vocabulary or paragraphs, focusing on the 
sound of the word. Third, the DL is where the educated level 
that directs its attention toward the content of the learning 
subject is adopted, i.e., dealing with the purpose of the content. 
It strives to reach the meaning deduced from the task to 
achieve the author's goal [46]. 
IPL and LR 
Information processing initial stages necessitate receipt and 
follow-up on situation-related information. Successful 
information acquisition depends on the effectiveness of many 
factors, e.g., sensory recorders, processing speed, selective 

attention, and coding [47], as shown below: 
 

First, receiving and processing information is where the 
information are received in sensory records (sensory memory) 
as raw perception that ranges between 0.5 –1 seconds, where 
some concepts are converted to short-term memory. Second, 
the processing speed represents is measurable through a rapid 
succession of paragraphs. Third, is the selective attention 
phase. Fourth, coding represents information after being 

 

 
Fig. 1 Stages of processing information by Ibrahem (2017)  
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recorded by sensory recorders in short-term memory or long-
term memory. Educational programs must employ all this to 
achieve the learning outcomes and make it RL. 
CL in Learning 
[34] defines CL as "the amount of mental energy needed to 
process the amount of information provided by the learner at a 
time and refers to the amount of mental activity imposed on 
working memory.”  
CL sources are divided into three types. The first is the 
intrinsic load resulting from the complex nature of the 
information, determined mainly by the information’s internal 
interaction and the number of cognitive elements that must be 
maintained at one time in the working memory [36]. Secondly, 
the extraneous load is an extended load mainly through an 
educational form. Third, closely related load that is formed 
when the learner participates in the intended process to address 
the knowledge that leads to constructing the cognitive plan 
[49]. 
[50]-[52] found VC’s effectiveness in multimedia and CL 
reduction. as Lin, L., reducing cognitive overload and 
retention and recall abilities. 
The IPL (SL/DL) is an important variable that may affect 
learners' cognitive structure by providing interaction forms 
with content. Mental capacity determines individuals’ 
problem-solving capacities as it represents the maximum 
number of cognitive units that one can deal with 
simultaneously. Hence, increasing information overloads 
mental capacity and decreases performance or problem-
solving. This contradicts previous studies' results that confirm 
the relationship between IPL (SL/DL) and mental capacity in 
the level of treatment (DL/SL) and the indications of CL 
theory. 

IV. QUESTION 
The questions we asked were concerning the different 

variables, and their interaction, Science MEP: 
1) What are the effects of different cues (visual, audio, or 

both) on Science interactive e-books’ learning retention 
and external cognitive load?  

2) And how information processing levels (whether surface 
or depth level) affect learning retention and external 
cognitive load within a science subject? 

3) Does the interaction between cues (visual, audio, or both) 
manifest in interactive e-books’ information processing 
levels? If so, does it extend to show in learning retention 
and external cognitive load on science subjects? 

V. HYPOTHESES 
There are six hypotheses (H): H1& H2 state the following: 

There are no statistically significant differences between the 
averages of pupils' scores by testing the LR in science and 
ECL for MEP due to the difference between the cues types 
(VC/AC/VAC) in the IeB. H3&H4 state the following: There 
are no statistically significant differences in the averages of 
pupils' scores by testing the LR in science and ECL scale for 
the MEP due to the difference between the IPL (SL/DL). H5& 
H6 state the following: There is no statistically significant 

effect of the interaction of cues types (VC/AC/VAC) in Ie-
book with IPL (SL/DL) in the CL scale and  LR test for MEP. 

VI. METHOD 
First, our research model was designed as an exploratory 

research method. Our population comprised 117 MEP students 
in the City of Hail with Science major(s); they were divided 
into 6 groups. 

The research dealt with three variables types: independent 
variables, Ie-book Cues (VC/AC/AVC); classification 
variables, IPL (SL-DL); and dependent variables, ECL and 
LR. This study employed a descriptive-analytical method to 
analyze previous studies and a quasi-experimental transversal 
comparison of equivalent groups designed to identify the 
interaction effect of independent and classified variables on 
dependent variables, as in table 1: 

Table (1) Experimental Design for Research 

 
A. Data Collection 

First, a list of criteria for designing types for Ie-book was 
prepared through reviewing some studies [27],[31],[43],[44] 
related to the criteria for designing tips for the IeB. Then, it 
was presented to the arbitrators, who amended it. Finally, the 
final list included two main areas, ten standard levels, 54 
indicators.  

Second, the achievement test was prepared to measure 
MEP’s LR in IeB’s second unit. By developing the table of 
specifications and the test's relative weights, the number of test 
questions was determined by 40 items of the type of objective 
questions, covering scientific concepts in the selected unit 
while measuring learning outcomes—the test presented to the 
arbitrators. About 92% of them were approved. An exploratory 
experiment was conducted on 20 students. The ease factor for 
the test items ranged between 0.57–0.82. The difficulty factor 
ranged between 0.18–0.43; both were acceptable. The Alpha 
Cronbach equation calculated the test's stability, valued 0.89. 
So, the results obtained are reliable. 

Third ECL scale  
Research and CL scales were examined[49],[50]. Then, the 

ECL scale was prepared, initially including 20 positive and 10 
negative items, and four levels of assessment were determined 
from the student's point of view. 

To verify the scale's authenticity, arbitrators weighed it. 
Agreed-upon phrases were within 80–100%. The stability 
coefficient was calculated by the Alpha Cronbach coefficient 
(α). The items’ correlation extent proceeded as in table 2. 

Table (2) Results of the α stability coefficient for the ECL 
scale 

 
From Table 2, the stability coefficients are 0.89, highly 

stable; thus, the ECL scale consists of 25 items. 
Fourth: Ie-book instructional design  
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Several educational design models were viewed and 
analyzed [55]-[57]. The Ie-book with cues (VC, AC, AVC) 
were designed within a hybrid model from the previous 
models, as in figure 1: 

B. Analysis and Identification Stage 

It included seven processes: 
First, we focused on identifying the problem: contemporary 

science e-books were crosschecked with previous research 
[7],[44][58]-[60]. It was found that the crux of the problem is 
the diverse content of science, i.e., the presence of many 
concepts, skills, and experiences, that intertwine into complex 
decisions. 

We surmised that presenting science material should 

facilitate linking concepts and elements, localized in an e-
learning environment with the consideration of student’s levels 
of processing information. Further focus on cue–cue 
interactions in interactive e-books and information processing 
levels and their influence on learning retention and external 
cognitive load should be assessed. 

Second, our focus shifted on the areas of improvement for 
interactive e-books: according to our examination of MEP’s 
second semester Science textbook, several areas of 
improvement were pinpointed, such as the need for a cue-rich 
environment in interactive e-books. 

A target was set for the desired performance, where the 
knowledge of students was crosschecked with each other; a 
common issue that was found was that all the students found 
some kind of difficulty when dealing with the science subject. 
Also, the actual performance of the students was compared 
with the set goal. 

 
Second, we focused on educational tasks: tasks were ranked 

from the most to the least important. 
Third, we took into consideration learners’ characteristics. 

Pupils were within 12–14 years, capable of imagining and 
constructing with favoritism toward senses over mental 
processing; the students were classified into two groups 
according to information processing level (surface and depth 
levels). 

Fourth, entrance behavior was unified by ensuring that 
students did not previously interact with cue-rich interactive 
Science e-books. 

Fifth, humans, hardware, and software resources we 
accordingly allocated for the interactive e-books and the 
devices availed for the students. 

Finally, it was found that the most effective educational 
solution was availing cue-rich interactive e-books to improve 
learning retention and reduce the external cognitive load of 
MEP Science students.  

C. The Planning and Design Stage  

It included nine operations: Educational goals comprised 9 
general and 40 behavioral goals. Content goals were period 
specific. Learning goals were implementing self-learning, 
discovery learning, and lecture discussion. For each of the 
goals, learning strategies were appropriated to accommodate 
individual and group learning styles. 

The cues used within the interactive e-books were visual, 
audio, and audiovisual cues. According to the provided 
information, navigation of the software was localized and 
facilitated by keywords, essential elements, lists, allowing 
moving forward, backward, and in repetition, and exit 
prompts. 

Teachers took into consideration the mix between individual 
and group learning by appropriating the content according to 
the students’ speed and ability. 

The strategy devised by [61] was adopted as follows: 
motivation by attracting attention, enunciating learning goals, 
utilizing interactive e-books resources in displaying 
information, and providing feedback through final exams. The 
model was also used as a reference to allocating resources 
through allocating alternatives for each goal and then choosing 
the most efficient of these alternatives. 

D. The Production and Construction Stage  

It included six operations: 
First, the interaction network & communication methods 

were identified in the interactive e-books–learners–teachers 
module, e.g., e-mail, messages, etc. 

Second, the research tools were devised, including a 
learning retention test and external cognitive load and 
information processing level scales. 

Third, the material and human resources requirements were 
defined as following: the traditional Science book in MEP, 
interactive e-book production budget, programs producing still 
and motion pictures. Afterward, a script was prepared 
introducing the scenario of the interactive e-book including the 
following: screen number and layout, sound, still images, 
video clips, graphics, and sequence and compatibility. 
Arbitrators evaluated the scenario and introduced their 
adjustments. 

Finally, media were selected and appropriated according to 
the proposed model. Programs were allocated for their media 
as follows: Microsoft Word for text, Adobe Photoshop 8 CS 
ME for static images, Macromedia Flash 8 for static images 
and interactive e-book elements, Swish Max for effects, 
Aftereffect cs6 for animations and visual effects, and Sound 
Forge for recording and processing voiceover. 

Finally, the final draft underwent some final changes such as 
background colors, words, addresses, and frames for pictures 

 

 
Fig. 2 Educational design model for Ie-book production 
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and graphics if needed. 

E. Evaluation and Quality Assurance Stage  

It consisted of two basic processes: 
Formative evaluation and final evaluation processes, the first 

took place during the production stage of the interactive e-
book. While the final process occurred after implementing the 
feedback of arbitrators and a survey sample of 32 pupils. 

F. Implementation and Support Stage 

It consists of two basic processes: 
The teachers were first trained to use the interactive e-book 

and how to manage the learning process besides preparing 
students and the necessary material. 

The groups were divided into six groups (table 1) according 
to the information processing level. 

Teachers applied the experiment within April 1st–April 10th, 
2020, after which students’ external cognitive load and 
learning retention were assessed.  

Finally, technical and educational support was provided to 
the students. 

VII. FINDINGS 

A. Limitations 

Four limitations should be mentioned despite the positive 
results. First is a comparison between some of the cues kinds 
was presented in the Ie-book with the allusion (VC/AC/AVC) 
in the science course for MEP. Second, when designing an 
interactive e-book, some characteristics, including speed, 
sequence, and media controls, were addressed. Third, the 
sample size was small and not geographically diverse. Fourth, 
the long-term effects of learning are limited to three weeks. 

B. Results 

To answer Q1, independent sample F-test tested the 
difference between the effect of the different cues types 
(VC/AC/VAC) in the Ie-book on the LR in Science with MEP 
as in table 3: 

Table (3) Results of the difference between the cues types in 
the Ie-book on the LR with Science in the MEP 

 

 
The results  (table 4 and figure 3) show statistically 

significant differences between the pupils’ scores’ averages via 
testing the LR in Science cource for MEP due to varying cues 
(VC/AC/VAC) in the IeB. A Tukey post hoc test was used to 
study the varying cues types (VC/AC/VAC) in the Ie-book in 
LR test: 

Table (4) Post hoc test using the Tukey test shows the 
varying cues types (VC/AC/VAC) in the Ie-book in LR test  

 
Results show that there are statistical differences between 

the (VC/VAC)  and (AC/VAC) in the Ie-book in LR test for 
the VAC but not between (VC/AC).  

 
The current results agree with studies of [7],[9],[60],[62] that 

VC and AC for CL are in harmony. 
Previous results differ from those of [15],[42],[50]-[52] that 

VC is more effective than AC in directing learners ’attention 
and reducing CL. However, the clear and effective efficacy of 
AVC was evident in reducing ECL. Also, results differ from 
those of [6],[15] showed that using multiple cues hinders 
multimedia due to CL's burdens. With cues, students could 
focus and distribute their attention to subject-related 
information when learning in IeB. AVC provided a more 
comprehensive treatment of the content, reflected in higher 
averages in the LR test. 

To answer Q2, ANOVA test was used to study the 
difference between the different effect of cues types 

(VC/AC/VAC) in the Ie-book on the ECL scale in MEP, as in 
table 5: 

Table (5) Results of the difference between the cues types in 
the Ie-book on the ECL scale in the MEP 

 

 
Fig. 4 The differences means between the cues types (VC/AC/VAC) in 

the Ie-book in ECL scale  
  

 

 
Fig. 3 Shows the differences between the cues types (VC/AC/VAC) in 

the Ie-book in LR test  
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The results (table 6 and figure 4) showed the statistically 

significant differences between the pupils’ scores’ averages on 
the scale of ECL for MEP due to the varying cues types 
(VC/AC/VAC) in the Ie-book. Post hoc analysis tested the 
differences between cues types in ECL scale as the following: 

Table (6) Post hoc test using the Tukey test shows the 
varying cues types (VC/AC/VAC) in the Ie-book in ECL scale 

 

 
 

Table 6 and fig (4) showed no statistical differences 
between VC and AC and AC and VAC in the average score of 
ECL scale. However, there are statistical differences between 
VC and VAC in the average score of ECL scale for VC. 
 
 

The previous findings agree with 
[15],[40],[41],[51],[60],[63],[64] that VC and AVC were 
effective in directing learners' attention to educational content 
in multimedia environments. Also, VC reduced ECL and 

search activities for important information. Also, [40],[42] 
confirm that VC helps maintaining visual and verbal 
representations in working memory, though disagreeing with 
[34], who stated that using AC effectively increased 
achievement, enhanced understanding, and corrected more VC 
errors.  

The AVC was more effective than (AC and VC) in 
increasing pertinent CL. As the use of Ie-book for the 
experimental group (AVC) allowed lesser CL by reducing the 
invisible CL through supplying learners with only the 

necessary information needed to accomplish their learning, 
purifying unnecessary details, and reducing information search 
activities. 

To answer Q3, an independent sample T-test tested the 
pupils’ average score differences by testing the LR in Science 
for the MEP as a result of the IPL (SL/DL) difference, as in 

table 7: 
Table (7) Results of the difference between the IPL (SL/DL) 

in LR in science with MEP 

 
The findings revealed statistically significant variances in 

the pupils’ average scores by testing the LR in Science for the 
MEP due to varying IPL (SL/DL) for the DL as in figure 5. 
So, the third hypothesis to "There are statistically significant 
differences in pupils’ averages scores by testing the LR in 
Science for the MEP due to the difference between the IPL 
(SL/DL)”. 

 
The previous results agree with [8],[45],[59],[65]-[69] 

indicating that the DL information processing facilitates 
learning and deep understanding; thus, students outperform 
with a DL over an SL.   

To answer Q4, an independent sample T-test tested the 
differences in the pupils’ average scores by testing ECL scale 
for the MEP due to varying IPL (SL/DL) as in table 8: 

Table (8) Results of the varying IPL (SL/DL) in ECL scale 
with MEP 

 
The results (table 8 and figure 6) revealed no statistically 

significant differences in the mean of students’ scores on the 
scale of ECL for MEP due to varying IPL (SL/DL). So, the 
fourth hypothesis was accepted.  

The previous results agree with [59],[70]-[73] concluding 
that students with DL information processing maintain high 
scores on tests without cognitive overload, though differing 
with [74] that stated no differences in the CL scale resulting 
from data processing's primary effect (DL/SL). 

To answer Q5, the MANOVA test studied the cues types 
interaction effect (VC/AC/VAC) in Ie-book and IPL (SL/DL) 

 
Fig. 6 Varying averages between the IPL (SL/DL) in ECL scale  

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Differences in the averages between the IPL (SL/DL) in LR in 

Science  
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in ECL scale for MEP as in table (9): 
Tale (9) Results of the interaction between the cues types 

(VC/AC/VAC) in Ie-book and IPL (SL/DL) in ECL scale  

The results revealed that: There were no statistically 
significant differences between cues types (VC/AC/VAC) in 
Ie-book in ECL scale for MEP. Also, there were no 
statistically significant differences between IPL (SL/DL) in 
ECL scale for MEP. Finally, There was a statistically 
significant effect of the cues types’ interaction (VC/AC/VAC) 
in Ie-book with IPL (SL/DL) in ECL scale for MEP.  

Post hoc test using the Tukey test computed the cues types’ 
interaction (VC/AC/VAC) in Ie-book and IPL (SL/DL) in 
ECL scale for MEP as the following in table 10: 

Table (10) Post hoc test using Tukey test exhibiting  
interaction between cues types in Ie-book and IPL in ECL 

scale  

 
The results (table 10 and figure 7) establish the reaction at 

its highest peak in the case of the AVC with DL, followed by 
VC with DL, and then AC with SL. 

The previous results agree with [15],[41],[58],[75] that 
AVC, VC, and AC reduce CL and research activities to 
important information. However, results disagree with 
[7],[76],[77] stating no interaction affecting CL in e-books. 

To answer Q6, the MANOVA studied the effect of the cue 
types interactions (VC/AC/VAC) in Ie-book and IPL (SL/DL) 
in LR test for MEP, as in table 11: 

Tale (11) Results of cues types interaction (VC/AC/VAC) 
 in Ie-book and IPL (SL/DL) in LR test for MEP 

 
The results revealed no statistically significant differences 

between cues types (VC/AC/VAC) and between IPL (SL/DL) 
in Ie-book in LR test for MEP. Also, there is a statistically 
significant effect of cues types interaction (VC/AC/VAC) in 
Ie-book with IPL (SL/DL) in LR test for MEP.  

The post hoc test computed the cues types interaction 
(VC/AC/VAC) in Ie-book with IPL (SL/DL) in LR test for 
MEP as the following: 

Table (12) Post hoc test using Tukey test shows the cues 
types interaction in Ie-book and IPL in LR test for MEP 

 

VIII. DISCUSSION 
The current study differed from previous studies. The 

previous studies focused on how to apply technology in the 
production and design of e-books and its importance in 
achievement and learning efficiency. Without delving into the 
individual differences between the learners and measuring the 
CL associated with them. 

Ie-book availed active learning, encouraging students’ 
effectiveness and enthusiasm in studying Science per the 
design of VC, AC, and AVC through two channels, audio and 
visual. This maximizes the attention process and perception of 

 

 
Fig. 7 The interaction between cues types in Ie-book and IPL in ECL 

scale 

 
Fig. 8 Cues types interaction in Ie-book and IPL in LR test for MEP  
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the visual/audio field for students, increasing the LR and 
reducing ECL. 

The DL–AVC, VC–DL, AC, and SL interactions enhanced 
attention, appropriate symbols for processing usage, and 
memory. This increased learner's information retention. Where 
its recovery after long periods improved, emphasizing the 
main learning topics and their organization. The elements 
interplay became more prominent and integrated, synergizing 
into a coherent representation, emphasizing the two elements’ 
relationship within one representation, and reducing the CL. 
Besides, the DL allows a deep understanding, increasing LR 
from the SL. 

Students with DL information processing employed mental 
effort and a greater network of learned interrelationships and 
knowledge present in memory, facilitating recall and retrieval 
through stored learning-linked cognitive structures. This 
agrees with CL theory, thusly reducing it. The subject of 
learning was then more familiar, allowing the processing of a 
large number of cognitive elements with spontaneous minimal 
effort. 

The researchers agree with [34],[78] stating that images- 
and sound-rich situations are presented (modality effect) more 
effectively compared with the text-only situations. Providing 
cues (AC, VC, or AVC) leads to a decrease in the CL rate 
through synergetic two-treatments performance. Thus, the 
working memory can expand the scope of its processability 
and utilize both information processing tools that increase LR. 
The researchers explain that the cues strategies helped the 
process of focusing the learner’s attention on the stimuli 
during the presentation of the content, also made the basic 
learning characteristics distinct from other stimuli to achieve 
the uniqueness of education, taking into account individual 
differences and improving the learning environment. 

Also, the study agrees that Ie-books are innovative, likely 
improving student comprehension and retention  [2],[22],[34]. 
IPL and the cues type maintain interactions [59],[66]. Also, 
The DL of IPL achieve learning goals [59]. 

Interpretation of Learning Theories 
Per the cognitive theory, learning is enhanced through IeB; 

cues enhance learners' attention via physical means: 
highlighting important information, reasoning, and thinking 
skills in each appropriate teaching while considering the 
learner's knowledge level. Per the CL theory, the cues (VC or 
AC) reduce the time and effort spent on working memory 
thusly decreasing the intrinsic load. Cues organize information 
by directing students to the most relevant information, 
ensuring the efficient use of working memory with irrelevant 
information, and identifying the most suitable information for 
its LR in working memory. 

The Binary Coding Theory emphasized utilizing verbal and 
nonverbal systems when learning and enhancing learning and 
information retention due to the two types of mental 
representations; this increases learning effectiveness. Per the 
theory, cue-focused verbal and visual information regulation 
minimized irrelevant information effectively, relieving 

working memory. The Working Memory Theory agrees as 
well, exhibiting more efficient working memory, practically, 
by using both channels simultaneously. [34] Theory of 
Multimedia Learning, should the visual text be with sound, 
learning outcomes and multimedia efficiency increase with less 
mental effort. 

Conclusion and Suggestions 
Since the study showed better results in LR and CL for 

pupils with DL levels, we recommend identifying pupils’ 
cognitive characteristics while monitoring their IPL when 
designing an IeB. Employing cues with different courses 
facilitate understanding of visual content. Our study prefers 
AVC due to its results.  

Ie-book design cause better comprehension and retention to 
the users as it helps the students to engage with the topics 
being discussed. The inclusion of interactive cues such as 
multimedia elements is a significant part of the specifications. 
The functions under this specification include links to videos 
that illustrate the topic being taught and the inclusion of video 
and audio to strengthen the topic's engagement. Research 
could help in Ie-book production regarding cues, which can 
overcome MSP-related difficulties for individual differences. 
Also, the results of the research may also be useful in 
providing designers of interactive e-books with standardized 
guidelines for the appropriate treatment of the production of 
Ie-books regarding types of cues. 

Future studies should focus on Ie-book–IPL interactions 
besides the effect of different methods of organizing content in 
Ie-book on developing achievement and metacognition skills 
and different types of guidance in the Ie-book on developing 
self-organized learning and motivation of achievement. Ie-
book features might prove beneficial for learning and should 
be further explored. Also, The studies should focus on cues 
strategies are used. 
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Appendix 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Stages of processing information by Ibrahem (2017)  

 

 
Fig. 2 Educational design model for Ie-book production 
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